
Standard Directory Structure for Projects: 
 

- APRs:   For ArcView 3.x project files (.apr). 
- Docs:  For documents, other than MetaData, pertaining to the particular 

GIS layers, databases, tables, images, etc.  For instance, procedure 
documenting an analysis would be stored in this folder. 

- Data:  For all data specifically associated with this project. 
- Tables: Used for storing Tabular Data such as Excel files and other 

spreadsheet type data. 
- DataBases:  Used for storing Databases such as MS Access database. 
- Raster: Used for storing raster data types such as Orthophotos. 
- Grids: Used for storing ESRI Grid data types such as DEMs. 
- GPS:   Used for storing GPS files for the Project.  These files are 

generated in the GPS application (i.e. Trimble’s PathFinder Office). 
- ?DiscriptiveName_MMDDYY?:  A name describing the features 

captured by GPS and a date (MMDDYY). 
- BaseStation:  For saving downloaded Base Station files. 
- Corrected:  For storing differentially corrected Rover files. 
- Rover:  For storing raw Rover file. 
- Export:  For storing files exported from PathFinder Office. 

- Spatial:  Contains all Shapefiles that are in your projects projection (ie 
State Plane, NAD 83, CA Zone 3, Feet). 

Layers stored in other projects can be stored in subfolders 
organized by projection type. 

-  
- DD:  Layers stored in Decimal Degrees. 
- UTM27Z10:  Layers projected in UTM, NAD 27, Zone 10. 
- UTM83Z10:  Layers projected in UTM, NAD 83, Zone 10. 
- GPSShpFiles:  For storing layers generated from GPS inputs.  

Create subfolders for different projections as needed. 
- ShpDD:  GPS Layers projected in Decimal Degrees. 
- ShpUTM27Z10: GPS Layers projected in UTM, NAD 27, 

Zone 10. 
- Coverages:  Contains all coverages specific to this Project. 

- MetaData:  Documents which describe the layers.   
- MXDs:  For ArcGIS ArcMap  projects (.mxd). 
- Plots:   For files exported from ArcView or ArcMap, such as PDF, JPEG 

and TIF images of maps. 
 


